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IMPACτS OF ARTIFICIAL REEFS ON FIS刊ERY
 

PRODUCTION IN SHIMAMAKl, JAPAN 


Jeß均'Y J. Polovina and lchiro Sαkai 

ABSTRACT 

The role of 草rtificial reef全 as a tool for incre孟sing fishery production rather than ju草草
草鯽唾gati姆拉sh is addressed for two fisheries , octop弱， Octopω dofleìni. and ftat直嗨， (Pleu
ronectidae), near Shimama刻， Japan. The time series of c轟tch and effort data e且轟mined covers 
periods before and after two adjacent fishing grounds received 車，645 and 40 , 766 m' ofartífici器i 

ree f. ûctopus catches were increased by 4% per 1,000 m' of anificial reef or by an average 
of 1.8 kg/r口 1 of artificial ree f. Artifici草I reefs a銘regated fta泊的es but did not increase catches 
inrthe regions. A 草綠rvey of fishermen in lhe lwo re車ions revealed that lhe reef區 generally are 
considered bene位cia l. 

Artíficial reefs are widely advocated as a tool to enhance 我shing. The U.S. 
Congress established a natíonal policy to promote the use of artificíal reefs (Stone, 
(985). Japan has a long history ofartifici訓 reefusage， and its govemment cUITently 
spends about US$ lO million annuaUy on the construction and deployment of 
artificial reefs in its coastal waters. The Japanese Govemment has justified this 
program with reports of annual combined pelagic and demersal catches at the 
reefs of up to 16岫20 kglm3 of artificial reef (Sa紹. (985). However, these catch 
rates do not measure the extent that artificial reef孟 increase fishery production in 
a region because, if the reef全 were not present, many of the鉛 fishes míght have 
been caught at the sUITounding natural habitat instead. Evaluating the extent that 
artificial reefs can produce a sustainable increase in fi油erγproduction in a regíon, 
rather thanjust aggregate fish already present, is an important 如ological question 
as well as a hí訴1 priority research topic with important consequences for fisheries 
management (Bohnsack and Sutherland‘ 1985;Sa絡， (985). 

This study compares annual catches and catch per unít ofeffort (CPUE) between 
two adjacent fishing grounds. Examining two regions rather than just one separates 
the e叮ects of artificial ree必 on catches from the effects of year-class strength, 
chan皂白 in fishing power, and market 兔ctors. Any changes in relative catch and 
CPUE, cOITesponding to di叮erences in the magnìtude of arti恥ìal reefs between 
the two regions , are likely due to the artificial reefs. This study is believed to be 
the first to quantify the extent that artificial reef孟 produce a sustainable increase 
in fishery production. 

METHODS 

The two 在shíng grounds are localed off the rural víl1age of Shimamaki on the southwest side of the 
island of Hokkaido. Japan. The regio缸's primary industry is fishin囂， and the 在她in串串rounds， which 
lie 0仇hore of a 27-km stretch of coast1 ine. are divided into a 15-km stretch of coastline fished 
exclusively by the West Shimamaki Fishery Associ車tion. while the remainder is fished exclusively by 
the 主aSl Shimamaki Fishery Association. The 1\\'0 cooperatives are compos巷d primarily ofsmall (<悶， 
lon) vessels fishin車 a variety ofgear including hook and line, gill nets，草nd longlì泌的. No large trawlers 
fish the 草rea. 

Commonly caught 草t. or near, the artificial reefs are the Pacific giant octopus, OCIOpUS dofleini or 
mizudako. and a number of flatfishes (Pleuronectidae). For these two resources in East and West 
Shimam揖斜， a relatively 10ng time series of calch d草鏈， and 草色horter lime series of CPUE data , are 
available. 

The octo仰s has a rapid growth. 是ttaining 挂 weight of 15 kg in 3 years and reaching a maximum 
of 30 kg. Females become sexually m揖lure after 3 years and ‘ when s如wnir嗨， deposi t their eggs in 
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Figure l. Small and 1轟rge reef modules deployed in East and West Shimamaki. 

rocky 揖reas and guard them until hatching occur在. The larval state of this species apparently is short, 
after which the anímals settle on benthic substrate. This species shows cryptìc and solit車ry behavior, 
hiding in holes wìth one octopuS per hole (Hartwìck et aL , 197的. The immature animals are lì始叫
到的約的 m depths with octopus boxes or pot旱， which attract by offering shelter, whereas older 
animals are often caught wíth unbaìted longlin俗. The lìshery around Hokkaido has been stable since 
at least 1955 (Osako and Murata. 1983). 
。ft拇指的愉悅 caught ìn the Shimamaki regìon. the most híghly valued ís the hirame or bastard 

halìbut. Paralichlh.vs olivaceus. Other ftatlìsh的 include the poìnthead 畏。under， Cleisthenes pinelOrum 
herzenstein: the smallmouth sole. Limanda herzensteini: and the 罰athead fto治nder‘ Hippoglossoìdes 
dubius. These lìshes often are found on 員at bottom 轟reas: however, tracking studies WÍth sonic 協gs 
show that. in areas wíth artilìcial reefs. the 良sh frequently move ín and around the reefs perhaps to 
forage (Kakimoto, 19車再). F1 atfishes are 良shed with gill nets in the shallow (30-60 m) inshore waters 
ofShímam車蚣. The resource is heavily lìshed、 and there ís ∞ncern that growth over益shíng is occurrin草﹒ 

The artilìcial reefs were composed of small (0.785 m' enclosed volume) or large (4.58 m' enclosed 
volume) cylindrical concrete modules with severallar軍.e holes ín the wall (防軍﹒幻. ln West Shimamaki 
in 1960- 19沌， a total of 刃，446 small modules we記 deployed ín lìve locations 1-3 km offshore at 
depths of 30-40 m on either sand or 皂ravel bottoms. The largest group had 5,000 modules, and the 
smallest司 555 modules. In 197岳-1979. a tot草1 of 3, 168 large modules were deployed over the 草喜歡e
爵ve locations, and at two new locations \.5-3 km 0億hore at depths of 3心-40 m on sand and gr祖vel 
bottoms. West Shimam轟ki has a total of 36、614 artìlìcial reef modules with an enclosed volume of 
40,766 m' (Fig. 2). 

ln East Shimamaki in 19岳3斗 975. 5,943 small modules were deployed at a síngle location 2‘ 6 km 
offshore on a sandy bottom at a depth of 40 m. In 1977-防部 in the 草草me location. 869 lar移 modules 
were deployed. East Shimamaki has a total of 6、 812 artilìcial reef modules with an enclosed volume 
of 8.645 m' (Fig. 2). 

Aggregarion and Enhancemenr .Uodels. - The small area of the East and West Shimamaki lìshing 
grounds makes it Ii泊Iy that recruitment for octopus and ftat在泌的 ωmes from outside the 
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Fì草ure 2‘(Left) Cumulative volume of combined small and large module artificial reef volume for 
East and West Shimamaki. 

Fi露ure3. (Ri皂ht) Catches of octopus from East and West Shimamaki Fishery Associations from 1942 

to 1 會85.
 

increase bec晶use ofthe 垂rtificial reef volum壁. and that 揖 fraction of the combined catch moves from 
one region to the other in proportion to the ditference in artificial reef volume between the two regions. 
The volume ofartificial reefs typically has beenωed as a measure oftheìr potentìal etfectìvenes已 and 
it probably ìs a reasonably good index for t說 octopus fOI主nd within the reef structur章， 

Speci在ca旬， let Cw(t) and Ce(t) denote the catches for a specific 紛紛urce group in West and East 
Shìm車ma蚣， respectively, in year t. Let Fw(t)車位d Fe(t) denote fishin草 mortality， a路d Nw(t) and Ne(t) 
denote the fishable biomass associated with the n矗 tural habitat i位 the two regio帥， in year t. Let R w(。 
and Re(t) denote the cumulative artificial reef volume deployed 叩 to and including year t in West 
and East Shimamaki. respectively. 

For the enhancement model, we h矗ve 

Cw(t) 血 Fw(t).Nw(t)( 1 令 B.民w(t分 
( 1) 

and 

Ce(t) 盟 Fe(t). Ne(t)。今日.1克e(t刃， (2) 

where B is a constant such that I m主 of arti自cial reef volume increa囂的 the catch by 1 + B. From 
Equations (1) and (2) ‘ the ratio of catches and the ratio of the CPUE of West to E垂釣. by year, can be 
expressed as 

Cw(t)/Ce(t) 言 (Fw(t). Nw(t))/(Fe(t). Ne(t))(1 + B'Rw(t))/(l + B. Re(t)) (3) 

and 

CPUEw(t)/CPU位 e(t) = (qw'Nw(t)/qe.Ne(t))(1 + B'Rw(t))/(l十 B'Re(t泊是} 
wnere qw 直nd qe are the catchability coefficients in West and East Shimama蚣， respectively. 

Although there may be annual changes in fishing mortality, biomass, and catchability coefficients 
that are due to vanation in year‘c1ass strength. changes in fishing etfo前， gear, and power and economic 
factors , the similaòty between the two regions' environment and fishing l1eets suggests that the ratìos 
qw.Nw(t)/qe'Ne(t) and Fw(t)'Nw(t)/Fe(t}.Ne(t) will remain relatively constant over time. Under this 
assumption. the coefficient B can be estimated from Equation (3) or (4) WÍth a nonlinear regression 
of Cw(t)/Ce(t) or CPUEw(t)/CPUEe(t) on Rw(t) and Re(t). 

The a惡毒regation model 的sumes th轟t the reefs do not increase the abundance of the resource. but 
rather, move the resource between the two re惡ions in proportion to the ditferenc軍 in the artificial reef 
vol結me: 

CPUEw(t) 唱 qw.Nw(t)(l + B.(Rw(t) … R到t)妙， (5) 

CPUEe(t) = qe.Ne(t)(1 … B.(玖w(t) - Re(t)紗， (6) 

矗nd 

CPUEw(t)/CPUEe(t) = (qw'Nw(t)/qe'Ne(t))(1 + B.(Rw(t) - Re(t))/(l - B.(Rw(t) - Re(t))). (7) 

Thebe草t way to distìngui必 between t快車都可轟tion andenh草ncement models is to e.且也nine CPUEw(t) 
- CPUEe(t). ln the a終regation model、轟s the CPUE in on桂 r句i∞ incre泌的， the CPUE ìn the other 
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Figure4. 扎的)Actual and predicted values ofLn(l + CPUEw/CPUEe) foroctopus by year(predicted
values from model y 盟 0.75(1 0.00004.RW)/(I + 0.00004.RE)).T 

Figure 5. (Ri紋。 Catches ofHa紛紛紛紛 East and West Shim器maki Fishery Associations, 194心l總5. 

re紋。n must decline: therefore. the difference increases faster as a function of reef volume than in 
either region alone. In the enhancement mod仗. each region is 轟lfected independently of the other. 
Because the dilference in CPUE's is a佼佼ed by ch轟 nges in year-clas莘莘treng俑， the ratio ofCPUE州。
一 CPUEe(t) dìvided by CPUEw(t) + CPUEe(t) regr官ssed on Rw(t) 向 Re( t) is used to di糾結車站ish 
between the two models. 

RESULTS 

OcroPUS. Octopus catch data from East and West Shimamaki were available 
from 1942 to 1985 (Fig. 3): Catches were similar from 1942 to about 1961 , then 
began incr凹sing in the West and, since about 1970多 averaged about 5 times hi的er 
than in the East. Vessel tonn為ge of octopus fishing vessels in both re終ions had a 
similar constant rate of incr叫間， roughly doubling in both associations. Estimates 
ofvessel tonnage from 1965 to 1984 are used as a measure of annual fishing effort 
to compute a CPUE series‘缸 to the models developed in the previous section. 

The ratios of the West to East CPUE's and catches were 如 with nonlinear 
regression to the cumulative combined volume of large and small artificial reef 
cylinders (Equations (3) and (4)). The fit of the models was improved by using 
Ln(l + CPUEw(t)/CPUEe(t)) and Ln(l + Cw(t)/Ce(t)) as the dependent vari犯b峙， 
instead of using simply the CPUE or catch ratios. Both regressions produced 
similar and statistically significant estimates of the parameter B, supportÌng the 
hypothesis that the 誕rti位cial reefs increased the fishery production of octopus 
(Table 1, Fig. 4). The estimate of B (4.0 x 10•) from the CPUE regression is 
probably more accurate than from the catch regression (3.2 x 10-5) because the 
CPUE regre絡的n ， although based on a shorter time series, involves an e按ort 
measure. The estÎmates ofthe intercepts ofEquations (3) and (4) (qw*Nw/qe*Ne 
and Fw*Nw/Fe*Ne) were not statistically different from 1.0 (P > 0.10). Further, 
the fit of these regressions was slightly better if the independent variable was the 
cumulative volume of only small modules rather than small and large combined, 
but the improvement was not signì長給nt (P > 0.10). 
τhe ratio of CPUE's and difference of CPUE's divided by the sum of the 

CPUFs , under the assumptions of the enhancement and aggregation models 
(Equatìons (3), (4) , (5), and (6)) , were fit to the reef volume with the further 
assumption, previously tested, that qw*Nw/qe-Ne was 1.0 (τable 2). Under the 
aggregation model. when qw*Nw/qe*Ne is 1力， the regression model is linear with 
the d~p~I1~d~nJ~~β泊的le (Rw(t)γSge(t))and， under the enhancement model,is 

~ 
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Table 1. Fít ofenhancement model 10 catch and catch per unìt effort (CPUE) data with estimates of 
parameter B for octopus and 岳atfìshes

De開nd肘It variable Specíe. B SE R'川 ;1 
Ln[ 1 + (CPUEw/CPUEe)] Octopus 是 o x 10-' 1.9 x 10-' 0.73叫yjk Ln[ I + (Cw/Ce)] Octopus 3.2 x 10-' 1.1 x 10-' 0.30 
Ln[ 1 + (CPUEw/CPUE的l Flatfìshes 1.4 x 10-' 1.岳 x 10寸 0.22 
Ln[ 1 + (Cw/Ce)] Flatfìshes 草，吾 X 10-6 草，再 X 10-6 0.02 
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nonlinear with the reef volume appearin怠 in the numerator and denominator. A 
comparison reveals th位 the enhancement model fits slìghtly better than the ag
gre鑫ation model when the dependent variable is the Ln(l + CPUEw(t)/CPUEe(t)) 
and signific剝ltly better when the dependent vari法ble is (CPUEw(t) 一 CPUEe(t))/ 
(CPUEw(t) + CPUEe(t)) (P < 0.10; Table 2).τhu趴 the increase in c必tch and 
CPUE in West Shimamaki was not 詠t the expense of East Shimamaki. 

The estimate of B (4 x 10-5) means that 1,000 m 3 of artificial reef increases 
the catches by 4%. The average biomass contribution of the reef cyIinders can be 
estimated by fittin學 Equation (1) to the combined East and West catch and CPUE 
data. This fitted equation estimates that 1 m 3 ofartificial reefadded an additional 
biomass to the catches (in kilograms) amounting to the product of 0.018 and 
fishing effort (in vessel tons). T氛kin怠 the average level of octopus fishing effort for 
1965-1984 as 100 vessel-tons, the íncreased catch due to the reefs is estimated 
at 1.8 kglm3 • Studies of the ecology of Octopus dofleini support this finding; the 
animals are almost always associated with dens, with a single individual per den 
(H犯rtwick et a l., 1978; Osako and Murata, 1983). 

The decline in the values of Ln(l + CPUEw/CPUEe) relative to the values 
predicted by the enhancement model in the years 1980, 1983, and 1984 (Fig. 4) 
may be due 10 dynamics that are not incorporated in the enhancement mode l. 
For example, if the contribution of the arti自cial reef in increasing the catches is 
not strictIy a Iinear function of reef volume ‘ especially for a lar伊 volume， then 
the enhancement model will overestimate CPUE in the West in the more recent 
period when the reef volume was greatest. The same pattem could result from an 
interaction between fishìng effort and the contribution of the artificial reefs. At 
high levels of fishing pressure (the more recent period) , the contributìon of the 
artificial reefs (per unit volume) was less than at lower levels offishing effort when 
the standing stock was greater. Several modifications of the enhancement model 
based on these hypotheses were tested , but their improved fit was not s紹tistically
“忠nifican t , perhaps because of the short CPUE time series. Further, the enhance-

Table 2. Fit of enhancement and 轟轟轟re轟ation model (E =說 enhancement: A = a皇島何單祖tion) to octopus 
catch per unit of effort (CPUE) data 

[)e.pendenl variable Modcl B 

Ln[ 1 + (CPUEwíCPUEe)] E 4.0 x \0-' 1.9 x \0-' 0.036 0.73 
iη[1 + (CPUEw/CPUEe)] A 7.7 X 10'6 1.0 X 10-6 0.050 0.63 
CPUEw CPUEe 
CPUEw + CPUEe 

E 1.6 x 10吋 3.1 x 10' 0.005 0.89 

CPUEw CPUEe 
A 1.4 x 10-' 3.2 IO- b 0.0147 0.73

CPUEw + CPUEe 
X 
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且 

ment model with only the volume of the small or large reef module乞討 with 
separate parameters for small and large reefmodules, did not sÎ伊ificantty Împrove 
the fit. 

FLATFlSHES.τhe catches of ftatfishes show consìderable annual variation. 人1-
thou鑫h similar in both regions from 1942 to 1959, catches after the beginnin終 of 
the artificial reef perio述的 1959 have deciined in West Shimamaki and, in the 
East、 have declined. increased. and more recen t1y deciined (Fig. 5). Nine vessel 
censuses in 1965-1984 report the number of gill-net vessels in East and West 
Shimama蚓、 and this serÎes is used as the measure of fishing effort for the ftatfish 
resource. The number of gill吼叫 vessels in both regions showed very litt1e change 
over most of 1965-1984. 

The nonlinear regressions of the ratios of catches and CPUE's between West 
and East Shimamaki 恥的 the cumulative artificial reef volume (Equations (3) 
and (4)) for ftatfishes give estim圳的 of B that are positìve (τable 1, Fig. 6) but 
not statistically significant 伊> 0.10). A series of research surveys conducting 
standardized gill-net fishing at the artificial reef sites in 1977, 1980, and 1981 
indicate that ftatfishes const Îlute 30% of the gill-net catches at the artificial reefs 
(Anonymous, 1985). Thus、 the arti諒的al reefs are aggregating the resource but not 
increasing production for the region. It is possib1e, however, th削 the annua1 
variations in catches and CPUE mask the e能ct of reefs or that the effort measure 
used was not sufficien t1 y precise. 

DISCUSSION 

Both flatfishes and octopus are caught at and near the artificial reeÎs, suggestin忍 
that the reefs may be beneficial for these resources. A March 1986 Questionnaire 
comp1eted by 30 and 31 members of the East and West Shimamaki Fishery 
Associations, respective1y, 陀reveal拾 曲剖 剎札I. Gεn.ed that the reefs are considered beneficia 必 

位e盯e rm
Questions. For the two regions combined‘ 52.5% ofthe respondents reported using 
the artìficia1 reefs regu1arly, 11.5% use them only when fishing elsewhere is poor. 

恥，但 川島ι........ ‘吋岫閻..
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and 3M起 do not use the artificial reef全 at al l. The gear types most frequently used 
were 怠 ill-n泣， \on忽\ine ， and octopus fishing gear ìn the vicinity of the artificial 
reefs, and pole-and-line gear above the artificia\ reefs. Aatfishes, scorpionfish 
(Scorpaenidae), Atka mackerel 伊leurogrammus monopteηJgius)， and octopus weI灣 
commonly caught above and in the vicinity of the reefs. Thirty-three percent of 
the respondents thought the artificial reefs had expanded the amount ofproductive 
habitat, while 38% thought they had not , and 30% could not make a determination. 

Unfortunately, the survey did not collect responses for specific resources, but 
our analysis suggests that the octopus fishermen would be among those who 
believed the arti給cia\ reefs expanded the amount of productive habitat, while the 
ftatfish fishermen would be among those who did no1. Our analysis suggests that 
the octopus are habitat limited, whereas the ftatfishes are not but still find the 
reefs usefu\ perhaps as sites for foraging or orientatíon. 

Although our model 訊presses catch as a linear function ofartificial reef volume 
and fishing effort , it is likely that this relationship is nonlinear. For examp怡， smce 
increases in fishing effort reduce the standing stock. the need for artificial reef全 or 
the benefits derived from them may varγinversely with the level of fishing effort. 
AJso, the benefits of 1 m 3 of arti位cial reef volume are likely to be greater if on\y 
a few reefs have been deployed than if a \arge volume of reefs is already in place. 
τhe decline below that predicted by our simp1e linear model of the ratio of the 
octop的 catches in the West to the East since 1978 is po認為ly due to such nonlinear 
re1ationships. Thus the artificial reefs added after 1978 may have contributed le鈴 
to increased octopus catch的 in West Shimamaki than the same volume ofartìficial 
reefs added when fishing effort、 artificial reef volume, or both were lower. Hence, 
managers need to consider that the bene的ts of artificial reefs may vary with the 
level of fishing effort, and re終ulation of fishing etfort shou\d be considered when 
artìficial reefs are deployed. 
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